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Abstract. We summarize and extend our work on nonsupersymmetric solu-
tions of a 5d consistent truncation of type IIB supergravity, that is relevant for
gauge/gravity duality. The fields in this 5d theory are the five-dimensional met-
ric and a set of scalars. We find solutions of the 5d equations of motion, which
represent dS4 foliations over the fifth (radial) dimension. In each solution at
least one scalar has a nontrivial radial profile. These scalars are interpreted as
glueballs in the dual gauge theory, living in 4d de Sitter space. We explain why
this lays a foundation for building gravity duals of glueball inflation models.
PACS number: 11.25.Tq, 98.80.Cq
1 Introduction
Gauge/Gravity Duality is a new powerful method for the study of strongly cou-
pled gauge theories. It originated with the Maldacena conjecture, widely known
as AdS/CFT correspondence [1]. Since then it has been extended to vast classes
of theories, which are not conformal and whose gravitational duals are not given
by AdS space. Most of this work, however, applies only to supersymmetric field
theories living in Minkowski space. Much less is known about strongly-coupled
gauge theories in curved backgrounds. In [2] we investigated a gravity dual for
field theories in 4d de Sitter space.
The starting point of this investigation is the five-dimensional consistent trunca-
tion of type IIB supergravity, established in [3]. The gravity duals of N = 1
SYM, provided by the famous Maldacena-Nunez [4] and Klebanov-Strassler [5]
solutions, as well as their more recent deformations [6, 7, 8], can all be found
as special solutions of the equations of motion of this five-dimensional theory.
However, we are interested in solutions which are non-supersymmetric and rep-
resent dS4 fibrations over the fifth (radial) direction.
In addition to providing a playground for studying strongly-coupled gauge the-
ories in de Sitter space, such solutions have great importance for models of Cos-
mological Inflation, in which the inflaton is a composite state. One reason is
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that, of course, de Sitter space is the leading approximation to spacetime during
Inflation. But, more importantly, we will argue here that, by considering an ex-
pansion in small time-dependent deformations around the above dS4 foliations
over the radial direction, one could build gravity duals of glueball inflation.
2 The consistent truncation
Let us begin by recalling that a consistent truncation of a D-dimensional theory
to a d < D dimensional one means by definition that every solution of the lower-
dimensional theory lifts to a solution of the higher-dimensonal one. And the
lift is entirely determined by the ansatz for the consistent truncation. Therefore,
having a 5d consistent truncation of type IIB supergravity simplifies significantly
the search for solutions of the latter, albeit of a certain kind.
The 5d consistent truncation of type IIB, that is of interest here, is the one estab-
lished in [3]. It is given by the following ansatz of the 10d bosonic fields gAB ,
φ, C, H3, F3 and F5 in terms of 5d ones:
ds210d = e
x+g(ω21 + ω
2
2) + e
x−g
[
(ω˜1 + aω1)
2+(ω˜2 − aω2)2
] (1)
+ e−6p−x(ω˜3 + ω3)
2 + e2p−xds25d , s
2
5d = gIJ dx
IdxJ ,
where
ω˜1 = cosψdθ˜ + sinψ sin θ˜dϕ˜ , ω1 = dθ ,
ω˜2 = − sinψdθ˜ + cosψ sin θ˜dϕ˜ , ω2 = sin θdϕ ,
ω˜3 = dψ + cos θ˜dϕ˜ , ω3 = cos θdϕ , (2)
and the RR 3-form is:
F3 = P [−(ω˜1 + b ω1) ∧ (ω˜2 − b ω2) ∧ (ω˜3 + ω3) (3)
+ (∂Ib) dx
I∧ (−ω1 ∧ ω˜1 + ω2 ∧ ω˜2) + (1 − b2)(ω1 ∧ ω2 ∧ ω˜3)
]
,
where P = const, while the remaining fields are:
φ = φ(xI) , C = 0 , H3 = 0 (4)
and
F5 = F5 + ⋆F5 , F5 = Qvol5d , Q = const . (5)
In (1)-(5) the quantities p, x, g, a, b and φ are scalars dependent on the 5d co-
ordinates xI . In principle, one can have a consistent truncation with H3 6= 0,
as is the case in the Klebanov-Strassler solution [5]; see [3]. But, for simplic-
ity, we will work with the subcase of vanishing H3 flux, which encompasses
the Maldacena-Nunez solution [4] and its deformations [6, 7]. This is also a
consistent truncation, as we have explained in [2].
2
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For convenience, let us denote the five-dimensional scalars as Φi(xI) =
{p(xI), x(xI ), g(xI), φ(xI )a(xI)b(xI)}. Now, substituting the ansatz (1)-(5)
into the 10d IIB action and integrating out the compact dimensions, one is left
with an effective 5d action for the scalars Φi and the metric gIJ of the following
form [3]:
S =
∫
d5x
√
−detg
[
−R
4
+
1
2
Gij(Φ) ∂IΦ
i∂IΦi + V (Φ)
]
, (6)
where the only nonvanishing components of the sigma model metric Gij(Φ) are:
Gpp = 6 , Gxx = 1 , Ggg =
1
2
, Gφφ =
1
4
, (7)
Gaa =
e−2g
2
, Gbb =
P 2eφ−2x
2
(8)
and the potential V (Φ) is given by the expression:
V (Φ) =
e−4p−4x
8
[
e2g + (a2 − 1)2e−2g + 2a2]+ a2
4
e−2g+8p
+ P 2
eφ−2x+8p
8
[
e2g + e−2g(a2 − 2ab+ 1)2 + 2(a− b)2]
− e
2p−2x
2
[
eg + (1 + a2)e−g
]
+Q2
e8p−4x
8
. (9)
The field equations resulting from the above action are:
∇2Φi + Gijk gIJ(∂IΦj)(∂JΦk)− V i = 0 ,
−RIJ + 2Gij (∂IΦi)(∂JΦj) + 4
3
gIJV = 0 , (10)
where ∇2 = ∇I∇I and V i = GijVj with Vj ≡ ∂V∂Φj , while Gijk are the
Christoffel symbols for the metric Gij . Our goal is to find solutions of these
equations of motion with a specific ansatz for the 5d metric.
3 Metric ansatz and equations of motion
We will be interested in solutions of (10), for which the five-dimensional metric
is of the form
ds25 = e
2A(r)gµνdx
µdxν + dr2 , (11)
where µ, ν = 0, 1, 2, 3 , and the fields Φi are functions of the radial direction
only, i.e. Φi = Φi(r). When gµν = ηµν , this is the standard anstaz for the 5d
metric and scalars of gravity duals of strongly coupled gauge theories living in
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Minkowski space. The different solutions (Klebanov-Strassler [5], Maldacena-
Nunez [4], various recently found deformations of theirs [6, 7, 8]) differ by hav-
ing different radial profiles for the scalars ΦI(r) and different warpfactorsA(r).
Also, there may be useful relations between subsets of scalars, that simplify the
considerations. For instance, in the case of the Maldacena-Nunez solution one
has [3]:
Q = 0 , b = a , x =
1
2
g − 3p , φ = −6p− g − 2 lnP , (12)
leaving only three independent scalars a(r), g(r) and p(r).
Here we are interested in a modification of the above ansatz, such that the 4d
metric gµν is that of de Sitter space. Writing the dS4 metric as
gµνdx
µdxν = −dt2 + e2
√
Λ
3
td~x2 , (13)
where Λ > 0 is the 4d cosmological constant, we find that the field equations
(10) acquire the form [2]:
(Φi)′′ + 4A′(Φi)′ + Gijk(Φj)′(Φk)′ −GijVj = 0
−Λe−2A + 4A′2 +A′′ + 4
3
V = 0
4A′′ + 4A′2 + 2Gij(Φ
i)′(Φj)′ +
4
3
V = 0 , (14)
where we have denoted ′ ≡ ∂r . One can immediatley see that the number
of equations in (14) is greater by one than the number of unknown functions,
A(r) and Φi(r). So it might seem that it is not possible to solve the system of
equations of motion with the desired metric ansatz. However, we showed in [2]
that as long as the warp factor is nontrivial, i.e. A 6= const, then one of the
equations is dependent on the rest. To explain this dependence in more detail,
let us introduce some useful notation. We denote by E1, E2 and E3 the three
lines of equations in (14), respectively. Let us also denote by dE the derivative
of equation E with respect to r. The dependence between the equations in the
system (14) can then be described in the following way. Equation E3 − E2 is
linearly dependent on equations E1 and d(4E2 − E3). Hence the system of
independent equations to solve is actually:
(Φi)′′ + 4A′(Φi)′ + Gijk(Φj)′(Φk)′ −GijVj = 0
−4Λe−2A + 12A′2 + 4V − 2Gij(Φi)′(Φj)′ = 0 , (15)
where the last line is 4E2− E3.
Further simplification can be achieved by noticing that three of the six scalars
Φi can be consistently set to zero. Namely, we showed in [2] that setting
g = 0 , a = 0 , b = 0 (16)
4
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solves automatically the g, a and b field equations. Using (16) and writing things
out more explicitly, the system (15) becomes:
p′′ + 4A′p′ − V p = 0 ,
x′′ + 4A′x′ − V x = 0 ,
φ′′ + 4A′φ′ − V φ = 0 ,
4Λe−2A − 12A′2 + 12p′2 + 2x′2 + 1
2
φ′2 − 4V = 0 , (17)
where
V =
e−4p−4x
4
− e2p−2x + e
8p−2x+φ
4
P 2 +
e8p−4x
8
Q2 . (18)
4 Solutions with dS4 foliation
We will find two kinds of solutions of (17). One of them will be obtained in a
limit very similar to the one, in which the supersymmetric walking solutions of
[6] were found. The other class of solutions, basically, can be viewed as arising
in a large P limit.
4.1 Analytical solution
The walking solutions of [6] have an additional dynamical scale, compared to
QCD-like theories. This is correlated with the fact that they have another con-
stant parameter, denoted there by c, in addition to the number of colorsNc of the
dual gauge theory. The solutions of [6] are actually obtained (at leading order)
in the limit c >> Nc . Here we will explain that a similar limit exists for the
system (17) as well.
To begin, let us rewrite the three scalars as:
p(r) = p˜(r) + p0 , x(r) = x˜(r) + x0 , φ(r) = φ˜(r) + φ0 , (19)
where p0 = const, x0 = const and φ0 = const. Then the potential (18)
acquires the form:
V =
1
N4pN
4
x
e−4p˜−4x˜
4
− N
2
p
N2x
e2p˜−2x˜+
N8pNφP
2
N2x
e8p˜−2x˜+φ˜
4
+
N8pQ
2
N4x
e8p˜−4x˜
8
.
(20)
where for convenience we have introduced the notation
Np ≡ ep0 , Nx ≡ ex0 , Nφ ≡ eφ0 . (21)
Now, recall that in ten dimensions P and Q are the coefficients of the F3 and
F5 fluxes respectively. Taking Q = 0 and noting that P = Nc4 , where Nc is the
number of D5 branes that are sources of F3 flux, we have a system of the same
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kind as in [6]. We will see below that this system has a simple analytic solution
in a limit similar to the limit c >> Nc relevant for the walking solution of [6].
Indeed, let us consider the limit c˜ >> P , where for convenience we have denoted
c˜ ≡ N−3p N−1/2φ , together with N3p >> N−1x . In this limit the potential reduces
to
V ≈ − N
2
p
N2x
e2p˜−2x˜ . (22)
For simplicity of notation, let us write this as
V ≈ −N2 e2p−2x . (23)
In other words, we denote N2 ≡ N2p/N2x and, also, from now on we drop the
tildes of the scalars. With this form of the potential, one can easily see that
taking
φ = 0 and x = −6p (24)
solves the φ field equation and transforms the equation for x into the p equation
of motion [2]. So we are left with a single independent scalar, namely p(r).
Now, upon substituting (24) into (17), we find the following coupled system:
p′′ + 4A′p′ +
N2
3
e14p = 0
4Λe−2A − 12A′2 + 84p′2 + 4N2e14p = 0 . (25)
This system can be solved analytically by making the ansatz
A(r) = −7p(r) + const . (26)
For details see [2]. The solution is given by
p(r) = −1
7
ln(r + C)− 1
14
ln
(
7N2
9
)
,
A(r) = ln(r + C) +
1
2
ln
(
7Λ
9
)
, (27)
where C is an integration constant.
It is worth noting that the functional form of the solution (27) is consistent with
ALD (asymptotically linear dilaton) behavior, as is the case also for [6]. This
was to be expected as they both belong to the same class of 10d systems, as
explained in the beginning of this subsection. Since the ALD terminology may
be a bit confusing, let us recall here, for the benefit of the reader, that in Einstein
frame ALD behavior of a scalar field Φ(r) means Φ ∼ c1 ln r + c2 + ... , where
c1,2 = const and the dots are terms subleading in powers of large r; see [9].
On the other hand, the name “linear” arises from the behavior in string frame,
6
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which is Φ ∼ r, naturally.1 Beyond ALD behavior and the limit c˜ >> P , there is
yet another deep similarity between our solution and the walking backgrounds
of [6]. Namely, in both cases, at leading order, the scalars g, a and b vanish. All
of that raises the natural question whether our solution could be understood as
arising from a suitable nonsupersymmetric deformation of the supersymmetric
walking backgrounds. And, more importantly, what that deformation would
mean in the dual strongly coupled gauge theory. We leave investigating this
interesting issue for the future.
4.2 Numerical solutions
Another class of solutions to (17) can be found in the P >> 1 limit with Q = 0.
In this approximation the potential is:
V ≈ e
8p−2x+φ
4
P 2 . (28)
Equivalently, this leading form of the potential can be obtained from (20) by
taking suitable relations between the various constants there, similarly to the
limits c˜ >> P and N3p >> N−1x in the previous subsection. Regardless of the
interpretation, we will now consider the case, in which the leading term in the
potential is given by (28).
In that case, it is easy to verify that by setting
x = −1
2
φ and φ = 3p (29)
one can reduce the system of equations of motion to:
p′′ + 4A′p′ − 1
3
e14pP 2 = 0 ,
4Λe−2A − 12A′2 + 21p′2 − e14pP 2 = 0 . (30)
See [2] for more details on why the ansatz (29) is consistent with the field equa-
tions and how it leads to (30). Unfortunately, the system (30) cannot be solved
by making an ansatz similar to (26). So we have not been able to find an an-
alytical solution. However, we succeeded in finding two classes of numerical
solutions.
To explain how to obtain those, let us introduce the following convenient nota-
tion:
H2 ≡ Λ
3
, (31)
so that the scale factor in (13) becomes just eHt, as well as
A(r) = ln
(
H
B(r)
)
and p(r) =
1
7
ln
(
q(r)
P
)
. (32)
1See [10], for example, for more details on ALD symptotics in Einstein vs string frames.
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In terms of the B(r) and q(r) introduced above, equations (30) become [2]:
q′′
q2 q′
=
q′
q3
+
7 q
3 q′
+
4B′
q2B
,
3 q′2
7 q2
=
12B′2
B2
+ q2 − 12B2 . (33)
Now, one can solve the first equation in (33) algebraically for B′/B. Substi-
tuting this into the second equation, one finds and expression for B entirely in
terms of q, q′ and q′′. Finally, substituting this expression for B back into the
first equation of (33), one ends up with a third order ODE for q(r). This ODE
has the form F1×F2 = 0, where each of the factors is an expression in terms of
q and its derivatives; see [2]. One can show that the equation F1 = 0 does not
have a solution. Hence, the equation to solve, that one is left with, is F2 = 0.
Written out in more detail, this is [2]:
q′′′ =
49 q6
36 q′
+
17
2
q2 q′ − 9 q
′3
28 q2
− 7 q
3 q′′
2 q′
+
q′ q′′
2 q
+
5 q′′2
4 q′
. (34)
We were able to simplify this equation and solve it numerically by introducing
a new function T (ln q) via the relation:
q′(r) = ±7
3
q2
√
1 + T . (35)
For each of the ± signs in (35), we have found a separate class of numerical
solutions. See [2] for the technical details. In that work we illustrated the results
1000 104 105 106 107 108
r
10- 4
0.001
0.010
0.100
1
q
Figure 1. The function q(r) for integration constant t = 0.1.
graphically for the case of the plus sign. Here, instead, let us plot the numerical
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solutions for the minus sign in (35). In Figure 1 we show the graph of q(r) for
a certain value of an integration constant t, coming from the auxiliary function
T . In Figure 2 we plot B(r) for the same value of the integration constant.
1000 104 105 106 107 108
r
10- 9
10- 6
0.001
1
B
Figure 2. The function B(r) for integration constant t = 0.1.
These figures complement the analytical considerations in [2], supporting the
same conclusion reached there. Namely, the functions q(r) and B(r) take only
finite values for the entire [0,∞) range of the radial variable r [2]. Hence this
solution is regular everywhere.
On the other hand, in the case of the plus sign in (35), the numerical solutions for
q and B are such that the resulting functions p(r) and A(r) are finite at r = 0,
but logarithmically divergent at a certain r = rmax; see [2].
5 Time-dependent deformations
The solutions described in the previous section have a 5d metric of the form:
ds25 = e
2A(r)
(−dt2 + e2Htd~x2)+ dr2 , (36)
with H = const. They can provide a useful playground for studying strongly
coupled gauge theories in de Sitter space in the vein of [11]. More interestingly
though, one can use these solutions as a starting point for building gravity duals
of glueball inflation, as we will elaborate below.
First, however, let us point out that glueball inflation, or more broadly inflation
driven by a composite scalar in a strongly coupled gauge sector, was proposed
already in [12, 13], within a purely field theoretic framework. The motivation
was that such models would not suffer from the η-problem plaguing the standard
9
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ones, in which the inflaton is a fundamental scalar. Recall that the η-problem
refers to the following. One of the inflationary slow roll parameters, denoted by
η, is proportional to the inflaton mass. Therefore, if the inflaton is a fundamental
scalar, the η parameter receives quantum corrections, which spoil the slow roll
approximation [14]. On the other hand, if the inflaton is a composite state in a
strongly coupled gauge theory, then its mass is dynamically fixed and so there
is no η-problem. For this reason, it is of great importance to develop calculable
models of composite inflation and, in particular, of glueball inflation.
To obtain an inflationary spacetime, instead of the pure dS4 space in the (t, ~x)
part of the metric (36), we would like to have a solution with a time-dependent
Hubble parameter H . This dependence, however, should be such that the fol-
lowing slow roll condition is satisfied [14]:
− H˙
H2
<< 1 . (37)
The expression on the left-hand side of this inequality, often denoted by ε, is the
other slow roll parameter, in addition to η. The condition (37) clearly means that
H(t) is a rather slowly varying function. Hence we can look for solutions of this
kind by searching for small time-dependent deviations from an exact solution
with a 4d de Sitter space. For such solutions to exist, the ansatz for the scalars
also has to change to Φi = Φi(t, r). We hope to report soon on progress in this
directions.
Finally, let us comment on why solutions of this kind would give models of
glueball inflation. Recall that, in the context of the gauge/gravity duality, the
scalars Φi represent glueballs in the dual gauge theory. Since a solution of the 5d
consistent truncation of type IIB, which has an inflating 4d spacetime, would be
supported by (some) nontrivial scalar fields Φi, that means that the inflationary
expansion in four dimensions is driven by a glueball. And, once one knows the
function H(t) for such a solution, one can immediately predict the inflationary
observables ns and r, the scalar spectral index and the tensor-to-scalar ratio
respectively, since the scalar and tensor power spectra are entirely determined
by H(t) and H˙(t); see [14]. Hence, indeed, such a solution would provide a
model of glueball inflation.
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